Aims. Spectroscopic and photometric properties of low and high-z supernovae Ia (SNe Ia) have been analyzed in order to achieve a better understanding of their diversity and to identify possible SN Ia sub-types. Methods. We use wavelet transformed spectra in which one can easily measure spectral features. We investigate the Si II 4000 equivalent width (EWw{Si II}). The ability and, especially, the ease in extending the method to SNe at high-z is demonstrated.
Introduction
The peak luminosities of type Ia supernovae (SNe Ia) are one of the best distance indicators at high redshifts. Consequently, due to the relatively small dispersion in their light-curves, they are used for cosmological parameter estimation (e.g., Riess et al. 1998; Permutter et al. 1999) . However, some SNe seem to depart from standard behaviour and deserve further attention. The most representative examples are the sub-luminous 1991bg-like objects, the unusual SNe 2002ic and 2005gj 1 , and the even more outstanding SN 2003fg (Howell et al. 2006) . The existence of a single family of SNe Ia is thus still debatable (see Filippenko 1997 for a review on SN (in)homogeneity). Hence separating sub-types of SNe Ia or attempting a continuous parametrization of spectra and/or light-curves including the full diversity of SNe Ia observed up to now could reduce the scatter in the Hubble diagram and improve their use in cosmology.
In order to quantify the spectral differences between SNe Ia, Nugent et al. (1995) proposed a ratio between the depths of absorption features of Si II at 5972Å and 6355Å. This ratio was also found to correlate with the absolute magnitude of SNe Ia and the light-curve shape parameter. We further investigate this idea exploring a consistent method of measuring SN features on transformed spectra using wavelets as will be explained below. One of the major concerns regarding the use of SNe Ia in cosmology is a possible systematic difference between the low-z and high-z samples (Blondin et al. 2006; Garavini et al. 2007a; Bronder et al. 2008) . Reasons for such evolution are generally thought to be related to changes in metallicity or composition of the progenitor or circumstellar medium, progenitor mass or delay times. It is already known that progenitor age is a relevant issue for variability in SN peak luminosity (Prieto, Stanek & Beacom 2008; Gallagher et al. 2005) and that metallicity might evolve with redshift (see recent work of Ellis et al. 2008 and reference therein) . We shall demonstrate that the equivalent width of the Si II 4000 feature, EW w {Si II} defined below, coupled with light-curve parameters, is an indicator of possible sub-classes within SNe Ia, consistent for both low and high-z SNe.
The Si II 4000 spectral feature
The idea behind the use of spectral features to study supernovae relies on the possibility of defining normalized spectral ratios of these features that are common for all SNe. It has been demonstrated (Nugent et al. 1995; Folatelli 2004; Benetti et al. 2005; Bronder et al. 2008 ) that the ratios of the line depths or strengths are correlated with the lightcurve shape. Here we analyze the possibility of extracting from spectral features additional information on intrinsic SN properties and their potential to distinguish SN subclasses at both low and high-z.
For instance, the Si II λ6355 absorption feature near 6150Å is widely used, being the most characteristic feature of a SN Ia. Available high-z spectra however rarely extend to a rest-frame wavelength of 6150Å, thus we are forced to focus our attention on the bluer part of the spectra, preferably the features Ca II H&K or Si II 4000 in order to compare the nearby with the high-z sample (Folatelli 2004 ). The rest-frame peak flux at the time of maximum light occurs at about 4000Å. At earlier epochs it is shifted slightly to lower wavelengths, while at later epochs the spectrum peaks at longer wavelengths. We are particularly interested in this spectral range since almost all high-z spectra exhibit the Si II λ4130 feature blueshifted to 4000Å, which seems to be a good choice for comparison with low-z SNe. It might serve well in distinguishing SNe Ia from SNe Ib and Ic when the usual Si II 6150 feature is not available, as it is often the case with high-z SNe. The Si II 4000 feature is mostly located between 3900Å and 4200Å in the rest-frame. Reddening effects should also be diminished since this feature is narrow. Considering all these interesting properties, the feature is a good candidate to be used for cosmology (Bronder et al. 2008) .
The intensity of the Si II 4000 feature is however often low and contamination can be important. To study this feature we apply a simple wavelet denoising procedure as described below.
Discrete wavelet transform
Wavelets are considered as a suitable tool for studying local properties of a signal due to their specific structure. Indeed, their local frequency representation allows us to process the data at different resolutions or scales. Therefore any local defect of a signal does not affect the whole wavelet decomposition. A local inhomogeneity in the SN spectrum, such as remaining residuals after subtraction of the host galaxy spectrum, sky emission, atmospheric absorption that is not completely removed in the reduction process, or any calibration or instrumental undesirable effect, affects just the coefficients in the wavelet decomposition in the small region where it appears.
To provide a homogeneous sample of data, we use spectra in the interval 3400Å − 7000Å. Other choices of intervals do not make much difference due to the local character of the wavelet transform. All spectra were deredshifted first. Mallat's pyramid algorithm (Mallat 1989 ) is then performed to obtain the Discrete Time Wavelet Transform (DT W T ) using Daubechies' extremal phase wavelets with 4 vanishing moments (D8) as a basis.
The number of decomposition levels refers to the number of levels of smoothed data and wavelet coefficients. The coefficients at the lower levels carry "high-frequency" information. If a spectrum consists of N = 2 m discrete points (which can be assumed without loss of generality), there will be m wavelet coefficient bands and a scaling value, whose inverses are given in the decomposition shown in Fig. 1 (see Nason & Silverman 1994) .
It is often reasonable to assume that only a few large coefficients contain relevant information about the underlying signal, while small wavelet coefficients, especially from low scales, can be attributed to noise or any other undesirable high frequency feature. Thus this part of spectra, the scales 1-6 (see Fig. 1 ), will be excluded from our considerations. This step assures that after taking the inverse DT W T of such a spectrum, the resulting wavelet transformed spec- trum becomes much smoother, and one can easily measure the features. The analysis of the wavelet power spectrum 2 revealed that scale 15 shows much greater discrepancy among SNe, even for spectroscopically similar events. For this reason, scale 15 will not be included in the wavelet reconstruction of the spectra. We can support this step by the following technical explanation: the contribution from scale 15, shown in Fig. 1 , is obtained by the inverse wavelet transform of a scaling constant, equal to the sample mean multiplied by the square root of the number of original data points, and the featureless inverse of the wavelet coefficient from the largest scale. The subtraction of the largest scale, as also mentioned in Starck, Siebenmorgen & Gredel (1997) , does not significantly deform the features of the spectrum.
After removal of scales 1-6 and scale 15 in the wavelet space, we apply the inverse DT W T . We treat all SNe Ia the same way to obtain a homogeneous sample of normalized wavelet transformed spectra. One could also apply a standard (soft) thresholding, but an optimal choice for a threshold value that cuts off all smaller wavelet coefficients and is consistent for whole variety of SN spectra is a complex issue and we have not attempted its implementation. Most spectral features analyses include a boxcar or Gaussian smoothing. Residual sky lines or galactic emission lines are thus also smoothed leading to possible misestimations of feature bounds and extrema. Our approach greatly reduces this effect.
Determination of EW w {Si II}
In order to quantify SN Ia diversity with spectral features, rather than looking at deviation from the average SN Ia spectrum (James et al. 2006) , some authors use a pseudoequivalent-width (EW ) (Hachinger, Mazzali & Benetti 2006; Garavini et al. 2007a; Bronder et al. 2008) . Here, we apply the same definition but on the wavelet transformed spectra:
where F w (λ) is the transformed SN flux after the wavelet procedure that has been performed on SN spectra, as described in 2.1 (therefore the subscript w); F c w (λ) stands for the pseudo-continuum of the transformed flux, N is the number of data points; the bounds of the feature are λ min = λ 1 and λ max = λ N .
EW w {Si II} is defined as the EW of Si II λ4130 feature on transformed spectra,
To determine the pseudo-continuum bounds, we use a multiple Gaussian peak-fitting semi-automated routine. All the pseudo-EW definitions used in the literature, including ours, depend on the accuracy of the pseudo-continuum bounds, and therefore on the spectrum signal-to-noise ratio (S/N). The traditional definition of EW does alleviate the dependency on S/N, but requires the full spectrum continuum to be well defined, which is more difficult for the SNe Ia. We are currently investigating this subject. We elaborate on the S/N dependency in Sect. 2.3. We also note that our wavelet-based method for the removal of highfrequency features adds extra robustness to the pseudo-EW estimation.
The EW w {Si II} evolves smoothly with the SN epoch, as we verified on a spectral series template given by the SALT2 model (Guy et al. 2007 ). We use the same prescription as Bongard et al. (2006) to obtain an estimate of EW w {Si II} at t = 0 at maximum in B: for a single epoch spectrum, we use the actual value (but increase the error), for two epoch spectra a straight line fit, and for multi-epoch spectra a quadratic polynomial fit.
We also estimate the statistical error made by the determination of extrema of the specific features considered, as both the wavelet transformed flux and the pseudocontinuum come with uncertainties that affect the calculated value of EW w . Standard error propagation, assuming small enough errors, applied on Eqn. 1 leads to:
, where σ Fw consists of the inverse DT W T of the low scale coefficients from the wavelet decomposition that have been subtracted; σ c (λ) is obtained from the error of a straight line fit that defines the pseudo-continuum.
When we have multi-epoch spectra, EW w {Si II} is estimated for each of the epochs, and the error-weighted polynomial fit returns the propagated σ stat . In the more difficult but common cases of single epoch spectra, we add to σ stat an error floor computed as the maximum dispersion observed on the epoch of the given spectrum. Typically we add σ floor = 1.7.
The dispersion seen in wavelengths of the feature bounds can be partly explained by redshift uncertainty, typically of 3-30Å (respectively for ∆z of 0.001 and 0.01) at a redshift of 0.5. However, no offset in λ min or λ max was found between good quality spectra and reduced S/N data. The major reason for this is the use of the specific wavelet transform we perform on SN spectra to obtain the spectral function on which EW w s are measured. The main consequence is that statistical uncertainties in the high-z set are generally higher due to lower S/N.
Systematic errors
To test the robustness of the EW w {Si II} measurements and quantify various systematic errors, we ran a set of simulations taking very high S/N low-z spectra on top of which we added extra contributions (for instance sky and/or galaxy) and Gaussian noise with a variable standard deviation.
One source of systematic errors is the host galaxy contamination. Very often, the light from the host galaxy is not perfectly removed and the remaining light affects the estimation of equivalent widths. We tested different amounts of galaxy contamination, up to 80% of the total integrated SN flux from 3400-7000Å. The simulations using template galaxy spectra of Hubble types E and Sa indicate that increasing galaxy contamination implies lower values of the measured EW w {Si II}, as found in Garavini et al. (2007a); Bronder et al. (2008) . In Fig. 3 we illustrate the correlation between increasing galaxy contamination level and the relative decrease in EW w {Si II}. Our results with a few SNe show a scatter that is generally of less than 20% for SNe in elliptical galaxies, even for contaminations of 50-80%, although it becomes greater for objects hosted in spiral galaxies, but never exceeds 40% of the true value. It may happen, however, that extremely high host-galaxy contamination distorts significantly the feature we measure, as in the case of the SN 2002bo spectrum with 80% elliptical galaxy contamination (see Fig. 3 ). Recall that Bronder et al. (2008) make a selection cut when galaxy contamination is found to be more than 65% since it can produce a change of up to 100% in the EW value.
We expect that at low signal-to-noise ratios, spectra do not exhibit so clearly the Si II 4000 feature, making it difficult to measure accurately and possibly introducing a slight misestimation. Varying the noise in our simulations then measuring EW w {Si II} and corresponding error on each spectrum suggests that no significant bias is present in the EW w {Si II} values.
We also checked our hypothesis of the small effect of reddening on the Si II 4000 feature. Further simulations using the extinction law of Cardelli, Clayton & Mathis (1989) with R V = 3.1 have shown that the relative error of EW w {Si II} measured on spectra with/without reddening Source Size statistical error 15 − 27% (low-z vs high-z) galaxy contamination < 20 − 40% (E vs S type) low S/N < 5% for S/N ≥5 reddening < 0.5% high frequency feature residuals < 0.5% The contamination from residual sky line subtraction was also studied. To achieve this, we added to our set of several low-z SNe, which we redshifted at z = 0.5, a fiducial sky spectrum and Gaussian noise. We verified that our DT W T procedure properly removes these lines, leaving EW w {Si II} unmodified.
In Table 1 we summarize all the measurement errors mentioned above.
Data sets
We then applied our measurement procedure to a set of published SN Ia data. The main selection criterion was the detection of the Si II spectral feature we are interested in. It thus depends on wavelength and epoch coverage. Tests performed on SN spectral templates indicate that it should be present within an interval of [−15, 15] days relative to B-maximum. All selected SN spectra have epochs within an interval of ±9 days around the maximum in B in the rest-frame.
Furthermore, if the presence of strong host galaxy contamination was noticed resulting in severe misestimation of Si II 4000 feature, that spectrum was rejected. We mainly selected SNe with published photometry in order to check for correlations between EW w {Si II} and light-curve parameters.
Low-z sample
The analysis is applied to a sample of 35 local SNe taken from the literature and presented in Table 2 . The spectroscopic data are taken mainly from public archives: SUSPECT 3 , CfA Supernova Archive 4 and SUSPEND 5 . Spectra of 1991T and 1991bg-like SNe, also of other peculiar SN events were also considered. EW w {Si II} is measured on 124 spectra of low-z SNe.
High-z sample
The principal difficulty when studying high-z SNe, besides much noisier spectra compared to the low-z events, is the wavelength coverage spanned by spectral observations resulting in the lack of major spectral features, like Si II 6150. However this is not the case with the Si II 4000 feature.
From the available set of high-z SuperNova Legacy Survey (SNLS) data, we used 26 SNe with spectral epochs within ±9 days relative to maximum in B that have been published in Howell et al. (2005) . This SN sample is distributed over 0.337 < z < 1.01 (see Table 4 ). Usually there is only one spectrum for each high-z supernova. We note that the host galaxy spectra were not subtracted.
High-z spectra from the first two years of the ESSENCE project (see, e.g., Matheson et al. 2005; Miknaitis et al. 2007 ) were checked; among these, 26 spectra that show the presence of the Si II 4000 feature were used. No attempts to subtract the host galaxy from the spectra were made, but Matheson et al. (2005) did not report any strong contamination within this selected sample.
The Supernova Cosmology Project (SCP) high-z spectra used in this work were provided by Hook et al. (2005) and Lidman et al. (2005) , as seen from Table 4 . Measurements were performed on 6 and 10 SN spectra respectively.
We use also 7 spectra from High-z Supernova Search Team (HzSST) that were published in Tonry et al. (2003) . Spectra from Hook et al. (2005) and Tonry et al. (2003) were corrected for host galaxy light. 
EW w {Si II} properties
Armed with EW w {Si II} values for 32 low-z and 75 high-z SNe Ia, we searched for correlations with light-curve parameters. In order to apply a consistent procedure for all SNe, we fitted the available light-curves with the SALT2 model. We ended up with 30 low-z and 58 high-z SNe, for which EW w {Si II} and SALT2 parameters were calculated, as can be seen in Tables 3 and 4 . We also tried our analysis with published parameter values from the MLCS2k2 (Jha, Riess & Kirshner 2007 ) and SALT (Guy et al. 2005; Kowalski et al. 2008 ) fitters.
Relation with the light-curve parameters
We first checked the correlation between EW w {Si II} and x 1 (SALT2 width parameter), illustrated in the top panel of Fig. 4 . The x 1 parameter measures the departure of the stretch of a SN from the average value of the training sample (in standard deviations); its average value is adopted to satisfy < x 1 >= 0 and < x 2 1 >= 1 (Guy et al. 2007 ). Nugent et al. (1995) and Hachinger, Mazzali & Benetti (2006) found a strong correlation between the ratio of the depth of the absorption features of Si II at 5972 and 6355Å, R(Si II), and EW {Si IIλ5972} and ∆m 15 . We confirm a similar correlation for low and high-z SNe using the Si II 4000 feature and a different light-curve model (SALT2).
We noticed however several SNe departing from the main trend. A similar behaviour was highlighted by Benetti et al. (2005) using velocity gradients inferred from the measured blueshift of the Si II absorption feature at 6355Å. The authors identified sub-classes of SNe in the low redshift sample termed: high velocity gradient (HVG), low velocity gradient (LVG) and FAINT SNe. The latter group includes those SNe that are found to have similar brightness as that of SN 1991bg. Other authors confirmed the same sub-classifications (see for instance Hachinger, Mazzali & Benetti 2006; Pastorello et al. 2007b ). These authors also use the expansion velocity gradient of the Si II λ6355 feature to classify SNe, therefore multi-epoch spectra are required. A similar grouping was found by Branch et al. (2006) studying the equivalent widths of Si II λ6355 and λ5972 features. These approaches however are hardly applicable to high-z SNe due to the wavelength coverage.
We distinguished exactly the same three sub-classes applying a hierarchical cluster analysis in a much smaller parameter space, using only EW w {Si II} with a SALT2 lightcurve shape, x 1 , and colour parameter.
We emphasize as an advantage of our method the ability to identify the 3 sub-classes with only one spectrum relatively close to B-maximum. If we remove the EW w {Si II} parameter from the cluster analysis we are not able to find the three clusters of SNe. We also ran the cluster analysis on low-z SNe using other estimates of light-curve width such as ∆m 15 , stretch, ∆(MLCS) and identified the same three sub-classes.
It is known that for HVG 6 SNe the Si II λ6355 line evolves rapidly (Benetti et al. 2005) . These SNe generally have larger photospheric velocities than SNe with a slower evolution of the Si II λ6355 feature, such as the LVG SNe. This latter group includes both normal SNe Ia and the brightest ones. Again, in the classification of Branch et al. (2006) , the LVG group corresponds to core-normals and shallows. However, SNe from both HVG and LVG groups have similar maximum luminosities. The difference in photospheric velocity comes as a consequence of the difference in photospheric temperature; the HVG have a lower temperature compared to LVG SNe.
There are also a few SNe, namely 1983G, 1984A, 2002bf and 2004dt , that show similar behaviour to that of SN 2002bo, a well studied HVG supernova. The similarities between these SNe were also pointed out by Altavilla et al. (2007) and Leonard et al. (2005) . All of them belong to the group of SNe with unusually high photospheric velocities. In addition, 2004dt and 2002bf are both highly polarized. Spectropolarimetry can provide, in general, a probe of supernova geometry; greater divergence from spherical symmetry normally causes a higher polarization, but the latter may also be caused by clumping (see Wang & Wheeler 2008 for the latest review). Furthermore, Wang, Baade & Patat (2007) found significant peculiarity of SN 2004dt comparing the degree of polarization across the Si II λ6355 line and light-curve decline parameter ∆m 15 .
The difference between HVG and LVG SNe can also be studied in objects that have similar decline rates, as shown in Tanaka et al. 2008 . They conclude that burning in LVG is less powerful than in HVG SNe, thus there is a difference in kinetic energy of the ejecta (of the order of ∼2%)
7 . This difference in kinetic energy implies that HVG SNe light-curves are narrower than LVG SNe ones. Even if we assume that it is the only difference between these two groups of SNe, this might cause an intrinsic dispersion in the luminosity/light-curve shape relation.
As shown in Fig. 4 , we also find 4 events considered as non-standard in Pastorello et al. (2007b) ; Branch et al. 7 Although this difference is too small to explain the spectral diversity between the HVG and LVG SNe.
(2006); Hachinger, Mazzali & Benetti (2006 . Among them, SN 1991M is labeled as HVG SN, while the others are shown as LVG objects. We may add to this list an HVG SN 2002er that has been found to have properties common to both HVG and LVG SNe, like a lower expansion velocity but temperatures higher than of other HVG SNe (Benetti et al. 2005; Tanaka et al. 2008 ). These few events can be considered as transitional objects, linking all three sub-classes and providing continuity between the groups. We may also include SN 1994D in these objects as the top panel in Fig. 4 indicates; in addition, SN 2005hk seems to establish a link between the LVG and FAINT SNe. Similar plots like in Fig. 4 of EW w {Si II} versus ∆m 15 or stretch confirm a strong affinity of this supernova for the FAINT group. Another object of interest is the peculiar SN 2006gz (an SN with the slowest fading light-curves ever seen in a SN Ia), whose properties deviate from the LVG SNe. Its early-time Si II velocity is low, like for LVG SNe, which is attributed to an envelope of unburned carbon that slows expansion (see Hicken et al. 2007) .
A linear fit in upper plot in Fig. 4 , with only LVG SNe at low-z included, gives: We looked for the SN host galaxy type to explore its effect on the SN sub-class. It was emphasized by Hamuy et al. (1996) ; Altavilla et al. (2004) ; Gallagher et al. (2005) that intrinsically faint events rather occur in E/S0 galaxies. The diagram in Fig. 5 points to the conclusion that early-type (E/S0) galaxies lack SNe with smaller EW w {Si II} values, say ≤ 12. Among our sample, no HVG SN hosted in the elliptical galaxy is found, though there are two ambiguous SNe between LVG and HVG group in S0 galaxies. These two are identified as SNe 1992A and 1994D.
Regarding the issue of whether or not the distance estimator varies across different environments, Conley et al. (2006) suggest that stretch correction works well no matter the SN environment. On the other hand, it is not the case with colour, since this correction accounts for dust or extinction effects and also for the intrinsic SN relationship (see, e.g. Sullivan et al. 2006; Conley et al. 2007 ).
High-z SNe
The method presented in this work allows us to examine in a consistent way low and high-z SNe for which we calculated EW w {Si II} and SALT2 light-curve parameters.
Adding high-z SNe to the cluster analysis one obtains the following SNe that are classified as HVG SNe: 03D4fd, 04D3dd, 04D3gx, b013 and d058.
Two outliers with the largest x 1 values can also be noticed in upper panel of Fig. 4 , namely SCP SN 1997S and ESSENCE d033. In the opposite region of lower x 1 values, besides SN e138, there are a few candidates, SCP 1997ai SNLS-03D4cz, 03D4cn and ESSENCE f216, e029 that seem to have affinities towards the group of FAINT SNe.
ESSENCE SN d117 is identified in the ambiguous zone between FAINT and LVG SNe. Further, it is hard to classify SNe 03D1fq, 03D4fd, e132 and f011.
We do not exclude the possibility that dispersion seen in upper plot in Fig. 4 is due to host galaxy contamination, especially for the SNLS and ESSENCE SNe. As it is mentioned in 2.3 the presence of galaxy light in the SN spectra might lead to underestimated values of EW w {Si II}.
The bottom panel in Fig. 4 indicates that the correlation between EW w {Si II} and c is quite weak, but there are outliers. It can justify an eventual colour cut, say −0.2 < c < 0.2, that would ensure a more homogeneous SN data set for cosmological use. Indeed, SNe with c out of the mentioned interval tend to have more dispersion in the Hubble diagram (see Kowalski et al. 2008) .
In addition, we find no significant correlation between EW w {Si II} and the absolute magnitude M B corrected for x 1 and c, using updated values for α and β from Guy et al. 2007 , although there are many outliers present. The linear factor in the relation M Bcorr ∼ EW w {Si II} for the low-z SNe is of the order of 0.01. We used values of the distance modulus µ for low-z SNe from Tammann, Sandage & Reindl (2008) . These questions are further discussed in .
A source of systematic errors in the Hubble diagram comes from uncertainties in distance or host galaxy reddening or from intrinsic properties of the SNe. With the available data we are not yet able to distinguish between potential systematic effects that come from magnitude dependence on intrinsic colour and the colour contribution due to dust effects in the host galaxy of the SNe. Note that in order to examine the dust properties of distant galaxies using SNe Ia, one needs to first remove the intrinsic dependence of SNe luminosity on the light-curve parameters.
An important issue in cosmology with SNe Ia is how to clean the SN sample of any objects that might not obey a standard peak luminosity/light-curve shape relation. Our results confirm the possible contamination of the high-z sample with HVG SNe. This fact deserves further attention as a potential source of systematic error, as was also suggested in Tanaka et al. 2008 .
Previous comparisons between low and high-z SNe spectral features have shown the homogeneity within the two samples. We have taken a step further by introducing a new approach that allows us to identify SN Ia sub-classes, independent of the SN redshift, using only one spectrum with Si II 4000 together with the light-curve width and colour parameters.
Conclusions
The use of SNe Ia for cosmology relies on empirical calibration techniques on the light-curves and K-correction. It would be reassuring to have a usable indicator measured directly from SN spectra that can be used as an independent calibrator of the luminosity of an SN Ia event. Applying a straightforward transformation using wavelets, we were able to estimate, in a consistent manner on a fair number of SNe Ia, the equivalent width of the Si II 4000 feature which previously showed potential use for cosmology. At low redshift, we were able to automatically distinguish three classes of SNe Ia previously found by other authors using much more information, such as the expansion velocity gradient.
The same wavelet-based approach was applied to high redshift data, revealing an analogous clustering tendency to that found for low redshift supernovae. Yet it is not clear whether the three sub-classes, found in the low-z and verified in the high-z sample, are completely distinct or come from one continuous family. If so, this could possibly be the remnant of an extra parameter or a more complex modelling of the supernova data. The implementation of our method using recently available much larger spectral samples and the use of different SN Ia sub-classes in cosmological analysis is now in preparation.
Although the method presented here is promising and we are planning to apply it to other spectral features, we remark that line ratios, pseudo-equivalent widths and their current derivatives are not optimal to extract information on lower signal-to-noise spectra. Parameters calculated from spectral features, such as equivalent widths, still consider only local information and each feature independently. New indicators based on combining local information, such as wavelet coefficients from the whole spectra, can provide a better characterisation of the supernovae. References: (1) Howell et al. 2005 ; (2) Matheson et al. 2005 ; (3) Hook et al. 2005; (4) Lidman et al. 2005 ; (5) Tonry et al. 2003 
